Everything starts with an idea.

Develop your international portfolio by receiving information from our expert staff for your international logistics needs.

With contracted warehouses and distribution centers in European countries, we provide you with a wide and reliable logistics service.

WHO WE ARE?

On a sectoral basis adopting an integrated service approach to its customers the most appropriate service group of the month of the load in the most economical way to follow up and the ability to control from the starting point to the last point, the right information at the right time, constantly developed high-quality service and Customer Satisfaction-Based, solution-focused operation by expert staff in accordance with the conditions of the age with the logic of combining land, sea, rail, air, warehousing & distribution and supply chain management thanks to a wide network of very well established in the fields of domestic and international agencies;

All kinds of services are provided on time and versatile in the routes of England, Spain, France, Benelux, Germany, Italy, Scandinavian countries, Eastern European countries (Serbia, Albania, Macedonina), Middle East, North Africa (Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria).

CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION

ADDRESS: B.Hayrettin Pasa District, Atatürk Boulevard, 1988 Street, Nr:4 Papatya Residence 1 D:58 Esenyurt-Istanbul / TURKEY

TELEPHONE: (+90) 212 852 1381

E-MAIL: info@aylogistic.com
ROAD TRANSPORT

Ay Logistic provides logistic support with vehicles equipped with green and silent engines, all in line with European environmental protection standards. Fleet in the supply network under Ay Logistic control, vehicles with 6 Azerbaijani vehicles, warehouses and distribution centers.

Ay Logistic is one of the leading organizations in the industry, who manage with a cargo organizer identity, despite being a fleet manager. Ay Logistic Global Logistics is delivering the desired product at the desired place according to the total procurement times required by the customers in import and export in accordance with agreements made with the world’s leading branded agencies in the sector.

Although Ay Logistic is a forwarder, it provides services in the sector by regularly carrying out complex and partial vehicle loads between Turkey and Europe, Turkic Republics, Russia, Arab States with contracted vehicles. The contracted fleet has EURO 3 norms, all of which have transport advantages in European countries, as well as warehouse and canal protection features.

INTERNATIONAL LOGISTIC SERVICES

PERSONAL GOODS TRANSPORT

We are preferably in the leading place in Turkey for the transportation of Consulate Goods, Exhibition, Used Household Goods.

With our box trailers, your products are carefully delivered with confidence and experience.

www.aylogistic.com

For your inquiries about logistics;
info@aylogistic.com
INTERNATIONAL LOGISTIC SERVICES

SEA TRANSPORT

More than 75% of Turkey's foreign trade is provided by sea. In the area of Ay Logistic Sea Freight, it serves as both freight forwarder and freight forwarder and logistics service provider.

It provides long-term contracts made with container line agencies, international container forwarding service from door to door with strong purchasing power and powerful agency network provided by wide customer portfolio.

www.aylogistic.com

For your inquiries about logistics;
info@aylogistic.com

RAILWAY TRANSPORT

Railway transportation provides a good solution to the nature as well as providing a good transaction to the customers with the fact that it is more reliable, less risky and less risky, completely eliminated from the risk, no competition on cost and more advantages as a route.

Railways are available in 45 tanks and tandem containers as customers, with 26 tons more preferred than highways. Europe - Benelux - Germany and Austria, mainly in Trieste. When these services are taken into consideration in case of bad weather conditions, the choice of railway becomes more favorable for all cargoes compared to highway.
INTERNATIONAL LOGISTIC SERVICES

HEAVY TRANSPORT

At your home and abroad different sizes and sizes of heavy-duty cargoes are at your service with all the capabilities and equipments to reach Ay Logistic expert kadromuz solving. Turkish Republics, Europe and Middle East countries with 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 axis lowbed fleet vehicles are carrying. We have not been afraid to be a reliable team that has reached the direct result for you in your professional team, heavy load and non-gauge cargo that has completed all the projects so far.

After all your heavy loads, road reports made by our pioneering staff in the industry, and choice of vehicles and routes for a safe journey, we are escorted and escorted with our road-permitting services.

AIR TRANSPORT

Ay Logistic offers price advantage to its customers through special agreements made with agencies and airlines between all international airports around the world. Apart from this, We carries with our independent partners to all the places of the world in the fastest and safest way.

Since we continue airway transport with strong local relations, we add time to all the airports of Turkey, all the world airports with continuous cargo transportation services.

www.aylogistic.com

For your inquiries about logistics:
info@aylogistic.com
INTERNATIONAL REFERENCE LIST

AY GRUP REFERENCES

We offer you a few of the companies that we provide International Logistics supply and service needs.

If you would like to get any information about Ay Grup, you can learn about our general working principles and reliability from related companies.

www.aylogistic.com

For your inquiries about logistics;
info@aylogistic.com